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AROMAS
Bergamot

A lively blast of Bergamot.

Eucalyptus

Breathe deeply as the powerful herbaceous decongestant properties of
Eucalyptus support the respiratory system to combat the effects of cold and flu.

Fresh Blue

A premium fragrance that begins with mouthwatering mandarin, fresh watery
ozone and green cardamom notes; supported by black pepper and musk.

Fresh Linen

A crisp light scent with subtle citrus nuances and a powdery lightness reminding
you of an open window on a summer day.

Green Tea For Me

The aroma of warm steeping green tea leaves. Green Tea is celebrated for its
unique, refreshing and subtle aroma.

Lemon Grass Splash

An herbal bouquet of green tea with a refreshing splash of lemon grass.

Guava Cucumber

Refreshing cucumber combines with juicy tropical guava in this sweet fresh
aroma of Guava Cucumber

Jus de Grape

Sweet smell of grape.

Lavender Basil
Lavender Vanilla
Miami Beach
Rose

A most interesting composition of lavender, basil, a touch of licorice and mint,
cedar wood and musk's; together create a most refreshing aura.
The calming and soothing effects of lavender are softened with the comforting
nuances of vanilla. This produces a sweet herbal, medley with a beneficial mind
quieting feeling.
Fresh citrus cologne-like, with a musky background. Universal sex appeal.

A sophisticated white tea accord with refreshing bergamot have been
masterfully united with the richness and warmth of jasmine and lavender.
Crisp citruses and Green Bamboo Leaves support the sensual White Tea heart of
White Tea and Bamboo this creation. Clary Sage, Ginger Oil, Ylang-Ylang complement the White
Jasmine aspect of this fragrance.
The calmness of white tea is infused with the brilliant citrus playfully mingling
White Tea and Thyme with the herbaceous notes of thyme.

White T Energy
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Winter Pine

Snowflakes glisten on pine boughs rekindling a visit down memory lane to that
special Christmas tree farm of yesteryear with fresh cut resinous fir notes.

FOOD / DRINK AROMAS
Baked Bread

The wonderful fragrance of bread is evocative of freshly baked bread
surrounding the bake shop on Main St. Your mouth waters imagining the
warm dough and the first buttery bite.

Coffee

Reminiscent of good quality freshly brewed coffee.

ODOR NEUTRALIZING AROMAS
Capri
Pure Sunshine

An Mediterranean feeling, musky-wood type with a bright, dewy bergamot
top-note, a floral heart of geranium, jasmine, freesia, carnation and wild
evergreen, and finishing with a warm, sun-dried driftwood, sandalwood
and white musk base-note.
A refreshing and relaxing blend of fresh citrus with floral mid notes and base
notes of cleaning ozone.

The regal scent of palm complimented by fresh mid notes of lime and sweet
base notes of citrus.
The fresh southern breezes peak your senses with delicious citrus and
energizing juniper. The mellow character of Cedar wood provides a rich heart
Southern Spring
and body to the blend.
The light and crisp experience of a deep breath taken after a fresh rain. Clean,
Spring Rain
purifying and invigorating.
A citrusy, green fragrance, having a sparkling lemon peel and casaba melon
Verbena (Odor Neutralizer) top-note, a floral heart of night blooming jasmine, rose, muguet and
rosemary, and a white musky and green-mint base-note.

Royal Palm
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